Unconscious Bias Web page

Definitions

“Unconscious bias refers to a bias that we are unaware of and which happens outside of our control. It is a bias that happens automatically and is triggered by our brain making quick judgements and assessments of people and situations, influenced by our background, cultural environment and personal experiences.

Implicit bias refers to the same area, but questions the level to which these biases are unconscious especially as we are being made increasingly aware of them. Once we know that biases are not always explicit, we are responsible for them. We all need to recognise and acknowledge our biases and find ways to mitigate their impact on our behaviour and decisions.” Equality Challenge Unit UK: Unconscious Bias in Higher Education Review 2013.

Unconscious beliefs about various social and identity groups are a product of our life experiences and one of the ways we attempt to organise a complex world, i.e., social categorisation. By definition, we are unaware of unconscious biases. They occur when we make fast judgements, are tired or under pressure. They are automatic, and they may often be incompatible with our conscious values and considered actions.

Examples

- Assuming an older person walking with a young child is the child’s grandparent.
- Belief that men will not have care-giving responsibilities
- Expecting lower achievement from UTAS students
- Assuming a female applicant with young children will take more time off work than a male applicant
- Associating good/bad work ethic with particular ethnic groups

Socially dominant groups often have implicit bias against subordinate groups, and individuals usually have a preference for members of a category to which they belong. These biases can be a significant factor in decision-making resulting in erroneous and harmful decisions.

Implicit Association Test

In 1995 Mahzarin Banaji and Anthony Greenwald developed a test, the Implicit Association Test (IAT) to measure the strength of automatic associations, revealing people’s hidden biases about gender, race, age, disability, sexuality and 90 other topics. See Project Implicit for more information on the IAT.

The IAT presents respondents with different stimuli dependent on the category; for example for the Race IAT, white faces, black faces, "good" words, and "bad" words. Respondents complete trials in which they sort white/good pairings from black/bad pairings and white/bad pairings from black/good pairings.
Implicit racial bias is demonstrated by measuring the respondents’ "response latency," i.e., the difference in time it takes to complete the different trials.

**Race (Black – White IAT)**

For the Race IAT most respondents associate positive words with white faces and negative words with black faces. In an additional IAT which measures associations between race and weapons, the majority of respondents associate black faces with weapons and white faces with harmless objects.

**Age (Young - Old IAT)**

Most respondents, even the elderly, find it easier to associate older people with "Bad" (negative words) and Young people with “Good” (positive words), than the reverse.

| Percent of web respondents with each score |  
|------------------------------------------|---|
| Strong automatic preference for Young people compared to Old people | 35% |
| Moderate automatic preference for Young people compared to Old people | 29% |
| Slight automatic preference for Young people compared to Old people | 16% |
| Little to no automatic preference between Young and Old people | 14% |
| Slight automatic preference for Old people compared to Young people | 4% |
| Moderate automatic preference for Old people compared to Young people | 2% |
| Strong automatic preference for Old people compared to Young people | 0.4% |

Results of everyone who has taken the on-line Old People Young People IAT to date. See [Project Implicit](http://www.projectimplicit.org).

**Disability (Disabled - Abled IAT)**

Most respondents show a moderate (27%) to strong preference (33%) for abled people compared to disabled people.

**Gender and Leaders and Gender and Career IATs**

Investigations of how people associate gender and leadership, using the IAT, found all groups showed a tendency to associate men and leadership more readily than women and leadership². For the Gender–Career IAT most respondents (both male and female) associated career words with men and family words with female.

**Unconscious biases** and implicit associations are driven by exposure to cultural stereotypes. Because we’re all equally exposed to these stereotypes, we’re all equally likely to exhibit these biases.
Evidence of bias in employment and education

International research has detailed pervasive evidence of unconscious bias in employment, education, health, justice and many other areas of life. Most common biases are based on a person’s gender, race and age but can occur in a positive or negative way for all categories of people.

Studies using identical CVs and job applications have demonstrated name-based discrimination against applicants, disproportionately affecting women and visible minorities.

University faculty selectors (both male and female) rated applicants as being more competent, more hireable, worth higher salaries and offered more career mentoring where the application had a male name compared to an identical application having a female name.  

Again, using identical applications with the only difference being the applicant’s name, selectors have demonstrated stark preferences for applicants with distinctly European/Pakeha names to applicants with distinctly Asian, East Asian and Middle Eastern or African-American names.

A recent comparative study by Blank, Houkamau and Kingi revealed the implicit biases in education, finding teachers with negative implicit attitudes were more likely to evaluate Māori and African-American students less intelligently and less likely to achieve at school. These low expectations and biases create a downward spiralling self-fulfilling prophecy.

Increasing attention is being giving to improving the participation of women in STEMM (science, technology, engineering, mathematics and medicine). In her 2015 text, Nicola Gaston details the extent of how our unconscious biases against female scientists works against this aim and she warns of its damaging consequences for science and for society.

Amid concern about bias against, and under-representation of, women and ethnic minority students and staff, universities and private and public sector organisations internationally are attempting to address this issue.

Up until the 1970s, symphony orchestras in America previously had less than 20% female instrumentalists. By introducing a screen between the musician and the audition committee (leaving the applicants audible but not visible to the judges) the proportion of the women hired by major symphony orchestras doubled to 40%.

Four universities in the UK; Exeter, Huddersfield, Liverpool and Winchester will trial anonymised applications for entry to some courses in 2017, to combat the risk of unconscious bias against ethnic minority students.

In 2016, the Victorian State Government announced plans for an Australia-first trial of anonymous resumes. Details such as name, age, gender and address or
location, will be left off all CVs submitted for public service jobs over an 18-month period. This follows a similar programme in the United Kingdom where an anonymised process was adopted for all graduate applicants into the Civil Service and local government\(^{13}\). Large employers such as HSBC, Deloitte, KPMG, Virgin money and the BBC also agreed to adopt the practice.

While these measures will remove information that triggers biases and may equalise entry into study and employment, structural processes and cultures in which unconscious biases and implicit associations are recognised and redressed are also needed.

**Overcoming unconscious bias and implicit associations**

While in many cases unconscious bias awareness training may result in insightful discussions, behaviour change may not occur or may only be short term. Additionally with some people, awareness raising may actually unintentionally encourage more biased thinking and behaviours. Also, by hearing that others are biased and it’s ‘natural’ to hold stereotypes, some people may feel less motivated to change their biases\(^{14,15}\).

Moving beyond awareness of unconscious bias and implicit associations to long term bias reversal and inclusive behaviours requires changes in organisational practices plus practical interventions to address personal biases and creation of new positive behaviours and pro-active approaches to working with people who are ‘different’ from the majority group. For example see \(^{16,17,18,19,20}\).

**Strategies to assist**

**Teams**
- Provide diverse role models and messages in communications and images
- Ensure diverse work and decision making teams
- Emphasise collective goals and cooperative activities
- Provide cross gender/race mentoring and sponsorship programmes
- Consider anonymised screening (removing names and identifying features) of applications for scholarships, disciplinary reports, auditions, etc.
- Develop and/or use evidence based criteria and organisational guidelines and policies
- Use varied decision making tools; Six Thinking Hats, SWAT and PEST Analysis, ethical decision making tools, decision making mind map, etc.
- Provide events which are accessible
- Ensure conferences and panels have appropriate speaker gender balance
- Encourage appropriate team training; e.g., recruitment and selection techniques, inclusive teaching and learning practices etc.

**Recruitment and Selection**
- Explore how the staffing profile can match the student/community profiles
- Explore auditing the department’s staffing profile for; pay equity in starting salaries, representation of Māori and equity groups conference attendance, Māori and equity group representation at each stage of the application/shortlist/interview/appointment process, etc.
Consider anonymised screening of CV’s for shortlisting
Ensure selection panels use structured processes, objective pre-determined criteria and assessment methods
Consider short-listing all women in proportion to their application rates in STEMM areas
Examine language used in communications such as job advertisements to remove exclusive language; consider using a gender decoder

Teaching
Use inclusive teaching and learning practices accommodating different learning styles
Use universal design principles in creating and delivering teaching and learning resources and environments
Provide diverse role models and opportunities for student interaction; e.g., female lecturers in male dominated areas
Search for and provide to students, research and information from diverse sources including Māori, Pacific and Asian perspectives to avoid curricula being euro-centric
Consider if Māori and Pacific issues are presented as a deficit model and if so ways this can be addressed

Personal
Become aware of own possible biases; reflect on personal associations and interactions; analyse decision making practices and outcomes; undertake the IAT; ask others to give feedback
Be conscious of the words and physical reactions that surface in interactions with others
Actively seek out and engage with diverse people
Practice creating more positive behaviours such as micro-affirmations to interrupt bias
Be an ethical and active bystander; speak out if a colleague’s contribution may be ignored or misappropriated unfairly, call out sexism, racism, homophobia, ageism, ableism, discrimination, harassment, condescension and bias
Acknowledge and appreciate a team member who takes a risk, offers a new idea, asks a question etc., especially where the team member is different or where other members may not share similar assumptions or experiences
Be curious of differing opinions and explore differences
Refer to evidence rather than hear-say
Look for ways to challenge what you think and see; consider other explanations
Become informed about minority group workplace issues
Use thought and change processes and habit breaking interventions to guide decisions towards more objectivity, e.g.:
  o Thinking slow strategies
  o Using decision making tools
Common decision making biases
There are many common biases that affect everyday decision making. These include the affinity or ‘similar to me’ effect, anchoring or first impressions bias, attribution error or stereotyping, confirmation bias, group-think and the halo/horns bias.

Civility and micro-behaviours
There are also many subtle positive and negative messages in our interactions with people which can have a significant impact on those around us leading them to feel more included or not.

Responding to everyday “isms”
Sexism, racism, ageism, homophobia, ableism, etc., are often expressed in everyday conversations and delivered as ‘humour’, off-hand comments or storytelling. Be an active bystander when witnessing such behaviour and speak up and support those it’s directed to.

How privileged are you?
BuzzFeed Australia has created a video of the privilege walk which is a useful tool to show the effect privilege plays in all of our lives. Also from an Auckland based cartoonist, a descriptive cartoon on privilege.

Watch the [privilege walk](#)
Read the [Privilege cartoon](#)

Further information and resources
Contact Cathie Walsh, Staff Equity Manager by phone: +64 9 373 7599 ext 87844 or email: cathie.walsh@auckland.ac.nz


Professor Jennifer L. Martin, Director of the Eskitis Drug Discovery Institute Griffith University, NHMRC Fellow, and former ARC Australian Laureate Fellow, Jenny also writes a blog cubistcrystal where she advocates for equal opportunity and addressing gender imbalance in academia, particularly science. Including:

- **But what can I do?**
- **Ten Simple Rules to Achieve Conference Speaker Gender Balance**
- **Five More Rules**

Shelley Correll, Professor of Sociology at Stanford University, Director of the Michelle R. Clayman Institute for Gender Research, discusses how stereotypes act as a shortcut in information processing and how to support other women in this 20 minute video [Creating a level playing field](#).

University resources are available to assist managers and academic heads ensure fair and equitable employment processes, including:

- **Merit Relative to Opportunity Policy and Procedures**
- **Guidelines for Equity in Recruitment and Selection process (PDF)** -
- **Flexible Work Policy**
- **Inclusive Teaching and Learning Guidelines**
- **Prevention of Bullying, Harassment and Discrimination Guidelines**
- **Conflict of Interest Policy**
- **Human Resource policy, guidelines and resources**

Presentations and workshops on **unconscious and implicit bias** are available through the Equity Office. For further information contact Cathie Walsh, Staff Equity Manager by phone: +64 9 373 7599 ext 87844 or email: cathie.walsh@auckland.ac.nz
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